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10.1 ADOPTION OF THE ANIMAL AMENDMENT LOCAL LAW 2023 

Attachments: 1. Animal Amendment Local Law 2023   
2. Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 - modified advertised copy   
3. Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 - DLGSC comments   
4. Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 - public comments    

  

RECOMMENDATION: 

That Council: 

1. GIVES NOTICE that the purpose of the Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 is to amend 
certain provisions of the City of Vincent Animal Local Law 2022; 

2. GIVES NOTICE that the effect of the Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 is to provide further 
clarity of the requirements with which owners and occupiers of premises must comply with 
in order to keep cats; 

3. MAKES BY ABSOLUTE MAJORITY the Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 at Attachment 1, 
in accordance with section 3.12(4) of the Local Government Act 1995 subject to the Chief 
Executive Officer; 

3.1 publishing the Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 in the Government Gazette in 
accordance with s3.12(5) of the Local Government Act 1995 and providing a copy to 
the Minister for Local Government; and 

3.2 following Gazettal, providing local public notice in accordance with s3.12(6) of the 
Local Government Act 1995, and providing a copy of the law and Explanatory 
Memorandum signed by the Mayor and Chief Executive Officer to the Western 
Australian Parliamentary Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation. 

 

PURPOSE OF REPORT: 

To consider adopting the Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 to bring the City of Vincent Animal Local Law 
2022 in compliance with the legislative parameters of the Cat Act 2011. 

BACKGROUND: 

After the adoption of the City of Vincent Animal Local Law 2022 it was found that a clause in relation to the 
keeping of cats was beyond the powers provided under the Cat Act 2011 and an amendment was required 
to rectify the ‘non-compliance’. At its 25 July 2023 Meeting, Council resolved to provide public notice of the 
proposed City of Vincent Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 (Item 10.2). In accordance with Section 
3.12(3)b of the Local Government Act 1995, a copy of the proposed City of Vincent Animal Amendment 
Local Law 2023 was provided to the Department of Local Government, Sports and Culture (DLGSC) for 
review and comment. 
 

The submission period for the public notice was between 29 July 2023 and 10 September 2023. 
 

Minor changes have been made to the draft Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 following consideration of 
public submissions and advice from the DLGSC. 

DETAILS: 

Local public notice of the proposed Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 was given in accordance with 
section 3.12(3)(a) of the Local Government Act 1995. Public notice and consultation on the proposed Animal 
Amendment Local Law 2023 included the following: 

• a notice published in the West Australian on 29 July 2023; 

• a notice published in the Perth Now Central newspaper on 3 August 2023; 

• a consultation page displayed on the City’s website (Imagine Vincent); 

• inclusion of a News item on the City’s website; 

• promotion on the City of Vincent’s Facebook page; and 

• inclusion on notice boards at the City of Vincent’s Administration building and Library. 
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A copy of the proposed Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 recommended for adoption is at Attachment 1. 
This attachment includes modifications to the Animal Amendment Local Law as it was advertised. A copy of 
the advertised Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 with the proposed minor changes is at Attachment 2. 
This includes modifications that were made following review of comments obtained from the DLGSC. After 
including these amendments, the Animal Amendment Local Law is not significantly different to what was 
advertised, therefore it does not trigger the requirement to recommence the making of the local law under 
section 3.13 of the Local Government Act 1995. 
 
In accordance with section 3.12(3)(b) of the Local Government Act 1995, Administration provided the 
Minister for Local Government with a copy of the advertised Animal Amendment Local Law. The DLGSC 
provided minor editing suggestions for the Animal Amendment Local Law, and this can be found at 
Attachment 3. Administration have incorporated the Department’s feedback, which was to change the title 
Local Government Property Local Law to Animal Amendment Local Law and amend the font at clause 6 so 
that it matched the rest of the local law, into the proposed local law. 
 
During the public consultation period, the City received 18 submissions, with 5 in support of the amendment 
local law and 13 who did not support the local law. A copy of the submissions can be found at Attachment 4. 
The submissions received that did not support the amendment local law, largely were in ensuring cats were 
contained within the property, which is outside of the powers of the legislation within the Cat Act 2011. 
 
If adopted, the Animal Amendment Local Law would be gazetted and provided to the Western Australian 
Parliamentary Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation (JSCDL). While the local law has been 
prepared with advice from the DLGSC, the JSCDL may still exercise its discretion to disallow part or all of the 
Animal Amendment Local Law 2023. 

CONSULTATION/ADVERTISING: 

Following Gazettal, the City would provide local public notice that the Animal Amendment Local Law 2023 
has been published in the Government Gazette, in accordance with s3.12(6) of the Local Government Act 
1995. The notice would include the following details: 

• the title of the local law; 

• the purpose and effect of the local law; 

• the day the local law comes into operation; and 

• advise that copies of the local law can be inspected and obtained from the City’s office and website. 

LEGAL/POLICY: 

Section 3.12 of the Local Government Act 1995 sets out the procedural requirements for the making of a 
local law: 
 

(1) In making a local law a local government is to follow the procedure described in this section, in 
the sequence in which it is described. 

(2a) Despite subsection (1), a failure to follow the procedure described in this section does not 
invalidate a local law if there has been substantial compliance with the procedure. 

(2) At a council meeting the person presiding is to give notice to the meeting of the purpose and 
effect of the proposed local law in the prescribed manner. 

(3) The local government is to — 
(a) give local public notice stating that — 

(i) the local government proposes to make a local law the purpose and effect of which 
is summarized in the notice; and 

(ii) a copy of the proposed local law may be inspected or obtained at any place 
specified in the notice; and 

(iii) submissions about the proposed local law may be made to the local government 
before a day to be specified in the notice, being a day that is not less than 6 weeks 
after the notice is given; 

And 
(b) as soon as the notice is given, give a copy of the proposed local law and a copy of the 

notice to the minister and, if another minister administers the act under which the local 
law is proposed to be made, to that other minister; and 

(c) provide a copy of the proposed local law, in accordance with the notice, to any person 
requesting it. 
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(4) After the last day for submissions, the local government is to consider any submissions made 
and may make the local law* as proposed or make a local law* that is not significantly different 
from what was proposed. 
* absolute majority required. 

(5) After making the local law, the local government is to publish it in the gazette and give a copy of 
it to the minister and, if another minister administers the act under which the local law is 
proposed to be made, to that other minister. 

(6) After the local law has been published in the gazette the local government is to give local public 
notice — 
(a) stating the title of the local law; and 
(b) summarizing the purpose and effect of the local law (specifying the day on which it comes 

into operation); and 
(c) advising that the local law is published on the local government’s official website and that 

copies of the local law may be inspected at or obtained from the local government’s 
office. 

(7) The minister may give directions to local governments requiring them to provide to the 
parliament copies of local laws they have made and any explanatory or other material relating to 
them. 

(8) In this section — making in relation to a local law, includes making a local law to amend the text 
of, or repeal, a local law. 

RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

Low:  It is low risk for Council to adopt the Animal Amendment Local Law 2023. 

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS: 

This is in keeping with the City’s Strategic Community Plan 2022-2032: 
 
Innovative and Accountable  

We engage with our community so they are involved in what we are doing and how we are meeting our 
goals. 

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

This does not contribute to any environmental sustainability outcomes.  This action/activity is environmentally 
neutral. 

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS: 

This is in keeping with the following priority health outcomes of the City’s Public Health Plan 2020-2025: 
 
Reduced exposure to environmental health risks 

FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPLICATIONS: 

There are nominal costs associated with making the local law, including advertising and Gazettal which can 
be expended from the City's operating budget.
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